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A Quantum Mechanical Transport ]Equation 
(WE) i s  derived which should be applicable 
t o  a wide range of problems involving the 
interaction of radiation with atoms o r  mole- 
cules which are d s o  subject to col l i s ions  
with perturber atoms. The equation follows 
the time evolution of the macroscopic atomic 
density matrix elements of atoms located at 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In two previous papers 1 9 2  (hereafter ref erred to 
as WJ and &T/%II), a theory of pressure effects was 
developed which enabled one t o  foPlaw the time evo- 
l u t i o n  of a moving atom which was i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  
some external r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  and lsndergoillg e o l l i -  
sfons with per tusbcr  atoms. Quarntization of the 
atoms8 center-of-mass motions proved ts be a key 
feature of this theory since it pemitted a consis- 
tent treatment sf both the energy level var ia t ions  
and ve loc i ty  changes of t he  active (emitt ing o r  
absorbing) atom caused by coZlfsisns with perturber 
atoms. Oce drawback of the approach of WX w a s  
that  St was fornralated i n  terns of a perturbaLPon 
expanstan in powers of t he  external f i e l d  so that, 
i n  i t s  present farm, the approach was not well 
suited .to problems involving high in t ens i ty  f i e l d s  , 
I n  t h i s  paper, based on the  r e s u l t s  of QMI and 11, 
we s h a l l  derive a Q u m t m  Mechanical Trmsport 
muat ion  ( W E )  which w i l l  no t  possess t h i s  drawback, 
The equation to be  derived i s  termed a t r a n s -  
po r t  equation because it will describe the evolution 
of t h e  macroscopic density matrix ( o r  dis"cibutf0n 
funct ion)  of t h e  ensemble of active atams specified 
by the e l a ~ s l c a ~ ~  varfables R, u, t. On t h e  other 
- 4 
hand, the equation wl i l l  be quarataam ms@haanicd. in 
the sense *LhaO al.1 @alXisl.ons kernels and rates wh1.ch 
appear wi.13. have been obtained by Inference from 
%ha quw,tm mechmfcak eslllsion reariLts of QK m d  
11. The fact t ha t  all our eollisfan kernels are 
well defined qua&.zrm neehanlcal. gumtities distfn- 
qukshes o w  d h e ~ r y  from others 394 which make use 
of a s imi la r  equation with phenoaenalogica ( a d  
somet imes incorrect)  kernels based on a classic& 
atomic c en% er -of  -mas a mod ion. 
O f  what use i s  the  &MTE? li3rpically, trmsport 
equations enabf e one to determine the approach Lo 
cquilibrim of an ensemble of &tons f n i t i a l y  described 
by a nonmequill.briwm velocity dii&xibzatisn, Nowever, 
dthough  applicable to problems of this kind, the 
WTE will be developed in a EeinneP dflneeted towards 
appltcation to a diffesent  c l a a a  of problems. Spe- 
cifically, we have in mind a si tuat ion where the w t i v e  
and perturber atoms are permitted t o  reach some sort  
of tkemal equilfbrirm. At; that point, an exei%aP;ion 
or external field interaction f s "twned on" and 
tends to alter t h e  e q u i l i b r i m  dfs t r fbut i sn  of the 
actfve atoms, %he @dZ"E will t r ace  the evalut%ala 0% the 
active atam density matrix from the ~ r i g i n a l  equlli- 
brim t o  the new steady state.  
In turnp the macroscopic density matrix eil@ments 
obtained -3s solutions ~f t h e  Q,bfTE w i l l . ,  in genera ,  
enable one Lo caicli$&te values for quantities of 
physieGZ interest in a given problem. For exmple, 
f n laser problems, t he  atomic p o l a ~ i z a t i  on which 
serves as a driving function for the classieaJ lases 
electric field i s  d f rec t ly  related Lo off -d imona 
density matrix elements, l 9  similarly,  spontaneous 
emission spectral prof i l e s  are detemi-ned by the 
diagona3 density matrix elements whicth represent %he 
probability of finding atoms i n  a given state with 
some speci f ied photons presen't;. In fact, just as 
the solution of a classical t~msport equation provides 
values for the sys@em@s distribution function from 
which the average values of' system parmeters may be 
calculated, the solution of the QMTE provides v d u e s  
for density matrix elements from which the emeclsc$li@n 
values of qualm mechanical operators that islet upon 
electronic state wave functions may  be obtained. Henee, 
the QMTE may be used as a starting point for exmining %he 
role of collisions in atomic systems sub3ect ta exter- 
rial field interections. 
The appssximatians and regions sf v d i d i t y  o f  
t h e  theory will be discussed in See, 11, as well s a  
our method of approach. In Sec, 331, the W E  ia 
derived for t he  ease of no colliaisns, and eolXisic9ns 
are incoqsr&ed i n t o  this result in Sec, IV. Poasible 
extensions af the theory m d  a discussion of the 
results are given in Secci. V ad. VX, respectively, 
Several ec4ihculations, which would hinder the fXow 
of the derivation, are relegated to the Appendices. 
TI, APPROXIMATIONS METRCSD OF APPROACH 
There are three interrelated implicit assznap - 
t i s n s  of t he  theory which should be noted. F i r s t ,  
it is assumed t h a t  there I s  some way of d l s t inqaah ing  
active atoms from p e r t u r b e ~  atoms, Usually thFs 
distinction. may be made based on the fact that 
(a) the perlurbers d f f f e r  chemically from the active 
&%oms or (b) t h e  pertu~bers are i n  their gsomd s t a t e  
whi le  the actZve atoms have a non-negligible excited 
state population. Second, it i s  assumed that the 
perturber density is much greater than the aetive 
atonn density so tha t  active atom-active atsrrm colSi8ions 
(which would lead t o  a, collisionla3. eontrib&fon such 
as tha t  encountered i n  the  Boltzmanxa Equation) m q F  
be neglected. Third, and somewhat Justified by the 
f a c t  tha t  t he re  are many more perturber -pmturber L hm 
perturber "aetiveJ atom coll 'rsions, we assme that 
the  p e r t u b e r  velocity distrfbuLion i s  effectively 
wrdtered by pertrxrber-8ctive atom co24isiona and 
t h a t  it i s  both time a d  coordinake independent, If 
t h i s  assum~kion w e r e  not incorporated, one would be 
led to coupled t ransport  equations for the pertwbes 
and active atom density matrix elements. The above 
asstulptions are essential t o  our t ransport  theam 
a;pprs&ch. 
Before listing same exp l i c i t  wpproxi~ations we 
shall. employ, it Fal l  prove u s e f a  ta introdace severs 
parmeters which eharacterkae the c s l l i s i a n  process,, 
These parmeters and their typical  vd-ues are as 
follows: the effective range 8 of the acSiwe atome 
-7 gerturber in teract ion i s  ,- 10 em, the duration of a 
collision, T~~ is = 10-12sec9 and the average rate at 
1- -- ---- 
which collisions occur (om. equivalently t h e  iriverse 
7 average time between collisions) i s  =10 see-' at 
1.0 Torr and increases linearly wi th  pressure. 
(I) It is assumed tha t  the duration of a eollisinn 
--- 
- 
is much l e s s  than the time between collisions, 
(i. e .  T 4 1) so that we need consider binary 
collisions only. T h i s  binary col l i s ions  approxima- 
tion is generally valid to pressures of up to severel 
hundred Torr. 
(2)  We sha l l  work in the impact theory limit on 
the assumption t ha t  the external f i e ld  values can 
be taken as constant throughout the duration of a 
collision. While the v a l i d i t y  conditions far the 
imapct approximat ion  must be separately exmined for 
each psaDPem, one uwudlly f i nds  requirements like 
.rc/-r 1 and A M c  e< 1 where T is some effective 
l i fe t ime o f  the  atomic system and A 4  is same den 
tuning from l ine  center which may be of interest, 
(3) 2x1 adia.baf;i@ approximation is made by assmi% 
that the frequency separation of the energy levels 
-1 of the  atomic system i s  much greater than 5 a 
This implies that the collisions do not possess s u f f i -  
cient energy Ra induce trmsi-tians between the atomic 
s t a t e s .  W l r i l e  t h i s  approximation i s  v a l i d   fa^ 
optically sepaxba-ked levels, it f q i l s  for levels 
6 separated by 6 10 MHz, For the  present time, we 
the 
complications which would be introdwec2 if eoPlision 
induced transitions were included in the  tfieexy. 
4 )  We s h a l l  look upon the perturber atoms as 
moving sources of interaction potentids for the 
active atoms. That is, one can associtite a p o t e n t i a  
U(5 - R )with a, perturber located at posi t ion R 
-3 -3' 
In effect, t h i s  procedure neglects t h e  poss ib i l i ty  
t h a t  the pertwbers (which are assumed to Re in 
their ground sta-kes before a col l is ion)  can become 
excited as a result of a colltsion. Thus, we neglect 
d l  coZlisBon induced excltaLLion transfer processes 
such as those which may arise i n  colli$iorns between 
atoms of the sane kSnd a d  r e s t r i c t  the theory t o  
foreign col l is ions .  5 
(5) rfie atoms are assumed to be excited ind iv idua ly  
- -- - - - - 
rather than coherently. In addit ion,  exci ta t ion 
mechanisms such as radiat ion trapping and co l l i s ion  
induced excitation transfer which depend on %he 
density matrix of t h e  system are not included in 
the Lheory. 
- 
( 6 )  We assme t h a t  the externa l  f i e l d s  do not 
_ ___ -__ - _L 
-- 
signTficantly affect t h e  ac t ive  atomPs center-af - 
mass motion. If the external  fields are electro- 
magnetic i n  nature,  t h i s  assmptlon w i l l  be valid. 
i f  the  active atoms are neutral  o r  ' if the electro-  
magnetic f lePd i s  osci2la.ting rapidly and has zero 
time average, provided that the  effects of aeomfe 
r eco i l  when a photon i s  emitted a r  absorbed ( e d l e d  
"photon recoil", for short)  are negligible. The 
neglect of photon reco i l  i s  generally a good approx- 
imation at opt  i c d  frequencies ; however i n  high 
precf s ian experiments on long lived systems, photon 
r eco i l  t e rns  may have some significance, 697 
Although we  have compiled a long l i s t  of 
approximat ions o r  a s s a p t  ions, there are many sidua- 
tions of in teres t  where most of them apply. Methods 
for  relaxing some of the  above r e s t r i c t i o n s  w i l l  
be given i n  See. V. However, t h e  Lheory i s  d i r e c t l y  
applicable La a study of t h e  e f f e c t s  of foreign gas 
coLlSsisns on o p t i c a l  o r  near optical. atomic l i n e  
shapes associated with low density a t ~ m t c  systems, 
Method of Approach 
Rather than deal with t h e  densi ty  matrix of 
a s ing le  atom as we d i d  i n  &MI and 11, we s h a l l  can- 
sider the macroscopic density matrix f o r  t h e  e n t i r e  
ensemble of ac t ive  a.toms, Considering this dens i ty  
matrix p(R,~i+,t) *" as a funct ion  of independent c l a s s i c 8 3  
variables R, x, and t, we shall  f ixs- t  obtain a 
*. 
p a r t i a l  d i f ferent ia l .  equ&ican f o r  p(R, v, t) when c o l l i -  
rm '*' 
sions are absent. Collisions will then be incorporm- 
ated i n t o  t h i s  partial differential .  equation by 
addi t ion of a term 3 Q(R,V,  t)/at)coll 
r* **. 
which i s  CELL-. 
culated using an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  af t h e  results of 
QElI and 11, The r e su l t i ng  p a r t i a l  d i f f e r t o i n t e g r a l  
equation f o r  the c l a s s i c a l  macroscopic densi ty  m a t r i ~ a  
p(R,y,t) w i l l  be referred t o  as Quantum Mechanic& 
h 
Transport Equstion (WTE) since it will contain the  
quantum meehanieal lime shape parameters ( i .e,  eo12ia- 
s ion ra tes ,  widths, s h i f t s ,  kernels) of QJU and 11, 
Alternatively, one might c a l l  it a pse'adsclassFc& 
transport equ~tion in l i n e  wi%h the presantatfon 
of W I .  
III. DENSITY MATRIX EUATIO?? XITH NO COLLISIONS 
It is our aim to proceed from a quzzntm mwhmical 
t o  a class ica l  descr ipt i .cn cf the atom" ccenter-of- 
mass motion. To accomplish t h i s  task, we s h a l l  
first derive a time evolution equakion for an atom's 
density matrix in which the center-of-mass coor- 
dinate R is a quantm mechanical variable. We sha l l  
rn 
then ob ta in  an appropriate classical  liait .to this 
equation in which Lhe qrzwc,ntrerra mechmical varaibles 
R P = (h,/'i)a/aR are replaced by the corresponding 
C C - 
classical variables. It should be understood that 
when we speak of a "classical limit" or '"classical 
density matrix" we are referring to the center-of- 
aass motion only; the atom's electronic state spectrum 18 
always taken to be quantized, 
I n  t h e  absence of collisions, t he  quantum mechan- 
ical Hmiltoniar .  for the jtb atom is of the form 
where r stands for ~-2.1 the relative electsonic 
-3 
coordinates of the j th xtom, I1 (r ) is the f ree  " -3 
atom8 s electronic H e ~ i l t o n l a r t  esst~med to possess 
-a4 - 
eigenfunctions $ a / j ) ,  R is the atom's center-  
-- 3 
of -mass pasition, is t h e  g ~ a d i e n d  w i t h  
respect .to R nt is the e,S;smgs %ass9 m d  
M J *  
- - - - 
V(gj,_Rj, t) represents the atom-ileld l n t e rec t ion  
and, From. " o h f  5 emansion, form ",he density matsix 
elements in the i n t e r ac t ion  representation dafined 
by 
w i t h  a n a t  = aa - a m i.s the eigenirequency a 
0-6" s t a t e  a ,  Vsing ~chr6dinger~s equation, 1-6; is 
then an easy rr;r,at%@r "c oderive %he fallowing ecjuatian 
sf mot1 on for the den.si%y matsix elements : 
where 
4 
and the  matrix o$.ements sf V(R -j .,L) are given by 
Note tha t  - Rj is a qumtm me@hmi@sta variable, 
In Appendix A, we show %ha%, provided the field 
i n t e r ac t i on  V(rj,gj,t) ... does no t  Bffect the  atom's 
center-of-mass motion, ( a s  has been assmed in Sec, $I), 
a classicti1 l i m i t  for EQ, ( b )  is 
(7) 
in mfch R. m d  P, are c 8 a s s L e d  variables for the 
-J -- J 
position and momentum af t lm J~~ atom, respectively. 
The quanti ty 5ia, (l?,,Pj, t), in effect,  represents 
Y 
the m o r n %  of" the atomic denr~s:kly matrix the%% one m e T  
3 3 associate w i t h  the vvolurne 3 - R J  d P in phase space. J 
-3 In other  words, pa,, ( 3  .P . t) is the density in phase J - J  
space such t h a %  , r d 3 ~  .d3?j 5ia:,, ( R ~ , _ P ~ , ~ )  = (t) J 
the aa8 atomic density matrix element. Thus, Q. (7) 
m a y  be though of es a transport equation that  gives 
the t i m e  rate of change of a%sm J u s  ddensity matrix 
elements when these are no @o%%isions, The @ornu- 
t a t o r  in Zq, ( ' 7 )  represer~ts t h e  extern& field 
-3 
contribution whi le  - m-'I? - * ~ P a , , , ~ ( ~ ; . ~ j ~ t )  repre- 
., 
sents the eopvective contribu"slon ta the time rate 
of change of $,r(?j,~j,t)e 
Altl3ough Eq, (7) vas derived for a single atom, 
it will serve e q u d l y  w e l l  for  the ent i re  ensemble 
s ince each atom 1s  assumed to i n t e rac t  independently 
w i t h  the f i e l d .  That is, t he  m8,eroseopic density 
matrix elmern% def fned by 
w i l l  &so sat isry Eq, ( 7 ) .  The s 
is over ELL% the ac&$ve atoms in the ensemble sa $hat 
&he nomd.Szatrion asswed is 
where M is the t o t a l  n w ~ b e r  of sct ive atoms in the 
ensemble at t i m e  t, 
It is sometimes convenient to include some 
. . 
additional- terns Sn (7). sf &he system or sub- 
system under exmilna%%isn 2s not clo~ed, one r n ~  
introduce an iwjec$kon or excLtation rate densf ty 
A,, , (R,_P, t ) and some phenomenologicsl decay or 
rn 
escape rate T, (R3P, t) for the aa' density matrix 
.m "-- 
elemen% [ it is assmed the& neither A,, I (R, P, t ) h * 
nor r,,, ( R , P , t )  depend on ; , , , (R,P,~)]~ (The excitation 
* * \\ -C 
91 
would be Lemed incoherent" I f  A,, , (R, P, t) 6,, . ) 
vc. - 
men the i n j ee t im  and 108s tern8 are ineluded in 
m. ( 7 )  ar~d terns axe suitably xQe"edefined so thae 
t h e  velocity v = ~ $ m  1 s  used as a vwi8t)le ins%@& 
"* *% 
of t he  momentum P, F3, ( 7 )  becomes 
ri" 
- -----I _-__  
---__ - 
R m d  v are classfcal variables, and coPl is art 
- *.~ 
abbreviation fan. ""co~lision". The ini.t l i t l  conditions; 
for EQ. (10) must be chosen for each problem. In a 
so t ha t  excitation and decay c m  arise only t k o u g h  
w 
the  f i e l i  in teract ion Y ( R , t ) .  For such a system, 
** 
rJ BR,v, -m) may be taken as an equflibriurnr orin whatever 
~ ~ ~ ~ l h  r 
other  d i s t r ibuk ion  is belleved ta characterize t h e  
active atoms before the ex tesnd  f i e l d  InLeracLisn i a  
18 tmned  on". For open systems 09 exc i t ed  s t a t e  sub- 
systems (such as those considered in laser problem~) 
4 
one may take (R,v, -=) = 0 and a l l o w  Aaa, (R,?, t) 
YI w" w 
to provide the excitat ion to and Taat (R,v,t) the 
decay from this subsystem. 
a 
1% mqy be shoa~mWlhat, in the inpact and b inaq  
collision limits, the tirce rate of change of zaat (R.v_,t)  
a.". 
is given simply by 
where the "no eol-leisi on1' @ontributisn is speciff ed 
by Eq, (10) ~ n d  it ~emakns  to evaluate the c o l l i s i o n a l  
d 
contribution 3 pa,, (R,?, t)/at)coll. Zn general, the 
e o l l i s i o n d  imteraetjiora w i l l  depend ups3 the atomr8 
e9ectronic wave function ( l , e ,  an, active atam rnw 
experience a, much weaker interact ion on. c011I~ion w l k h  
a pesturber  if it (%he ac-tive atom) is in. i t s  gromd 
s t a t e  rakher than exel&ed state, ) Consequently, 
one must d e a l  w t L h  a qumtlm mechmicrz% rather %ham 
classical treatment of the center-of-mzss motion. 
However, the results of QW1I may be used to show t h a t ,  
by studying the collhsional changes in the qumtunr 
mechanic& density ma%rix $ (R, Jib), one e m  r@intel"h)ret 
C 
the resa12;a in terns of a. clazaaic~L density matrix m d ,  
in doing so, infer values for aGat(~,y9t)/at),,11. 
A n  a-t ernat ive quan2;m mec hmic  a1 calculation which 
may &SO be interpreted as providing values gbr 
f l  
aP, I (R,v,t)/at)coll is given in Appendix B, 
From either calr.tkaa;l;i.sn, one obtains 
ph with each of the  l i n e  shape parameters ymt (T), 
VG fdv) to be diseuased below, raat(z) and ",(Y \. 
Ph The coraplex line shape parsraeLer y, (_v) is 
'Ed (v  ) is the pertwber veloci ty  distribution, y is the P -"P 
active atom - perturber reduces mass, fa(yrdyr ") is 
the stake a scattering aafplitudc; for w par t ic le  o f  
mass g, h is the perturber denStlty and the superscript ph 
8dald@b POT "phane-shiftiung cs13isionsD\ To be quite  
ph general, we have assumed y,,, and rph are functions o f  nr, 
$he veloei%y -v* Klowevesg, if' the scattering =phi-  
W 
tudc f a (y ,y rg )  is a function only of V, and the 
- 
angle between IT, m d  and, in a d i t i o n ,  if W P 
Ph X'h is a funetion of speed only, then yaal and I.a 
vc (a8 well 8 8  raat ta be discussed below) will be 
Pzanctions of speed rather than  velocity, The 
r?h quant i ty  y,, , (y ) cont s ins  the standard quaturn 
mechanical wid th  a d  sh i f t  of  impact broadening 
theory9 which arises when one considera collisions 
which induce a relative phase s h i f t  between t h e  
a and a hEtS;te mplIGades b u t  result in ns chmge 
in the veloci ty  associated w i t h  (5.y. t) . Such 
collisions are termed and 
nianif est themselves in the line shape parmeter 
P fa ph affects on ly  off-diagonal Y ( 1  m t e  that  Yaa, 
ph = 0.  density matrix elements since for a = a', yaa8 
The quanti ty W,,(yt4v) is given by 
... 
and m and m are the x t i v e  atom and pertuslber 
P 
masses, respecti-vely. If a = at, is 
m 
r e d  and represents -the quantum mechmi@a proba- 
bility density or cokEision kernel for a ~~XLision 
to change the velocity associated with an a%om i n  
s ta te  a from V' to z. However, if a + at, W , , ( V ' ~ ~ * )  
V *.-" 
is complex m d  possesses no sfmple plxysicd Inter- 
preta-8;i~n of which we are aware, For this case, 
one might write 
w i t h  k,f(v@+) a real phase shift. In this form, 
nu .,- 
(vr-w) appears to be the product of a r e d  Wa,v %#++ .+,. 
colEisfon kernel. W and a correlated 
effective average phase shift factor e x p [ i b ,  ( ~ $ 9 )  j 
so that one could say t h a t  the complex "kernel" 
Waa,(v'4ir) ,- is related to collisions that sirnula 
taesusly result in a phase s h i f t  for and ehmge 
in the velocity associated w i t h  Taae (IJ.y9t) . Un- 
fortexmnately we have found no simple classictLL ma- 
logues for either lwaa ( )  \ OT kat (vf-v)  so 
*u 1. 
th8.t the usefulness af t h i s  interpretat ion is 
questionable. 
The line shape parae ter  T'+g, (y) is 
where 
For a = a 1  ) is real and i s  just the r a t e  
at whieh velocity changing col l i s ions  occur for 
atorus in s t a t e  a moving with velocity v, For a # a 9  
m. 
VQ 11 
~ , , ( v )  i s  a complex rate" arid lacks a simple inter- 
.w 
pretat ion i n  the same sense as did Vaa, (yf-r) for 
W 
a f a t ,  
We s h s a d  note that L t  i s  possible to separate 
those velocity changing co l l i s ions  which s i g n i i f i c a ~ t l y  
a l t e r  Gaf,(~,v, t )  from those which do not. The benefits 
- .-. 
of this cutoff' procedure which was used in QMI and XI 
and the  necessary a l t e ra t ions  of t h e  equations whlch 
it en ta i l s  are discussed i n  Appendix C. 
Although EQs. (13)-(LG) lend themselves to a 
first pr inc ip le  ca3.culation of the  l i n e  shape 
paremeters, it would be very difficwZt t o  perfom such 
a calculation s ince  a knowledge 09 all the quantm- 
mechanical scat ter ing amplitudes i s  needed. Methods 
for ~Fmphif'ying the evaluation 09 the  lineshape 
paranetem w i l l  be given later in. t f~ i s  section. 
Wnen Eqs. (10) and (12) are  inserted into Eq. (11), we 
ar r ive  a t  the Quant~m MsehanicaJ. Transport a u a t i o n  
(WTE) 
in which the contributions t o  a Faa, (Ray, t) / a t  due 
)CI 
t o  convective fkovr, inJection, phenomenslogAca2 loss, 
external field in teract ion and col l ixional  inter- 
actions have already been discussed, As can be seen 
from the  equation, a velocity i s  associated with 
each density matrix element rather than  M2;n the 
atom as a whole, This feature is a d i rec t  conseu 
quence of the quantum mechanical treatment 09 s t a t e  
dependent co l l i s iona l  interactions.  Since collisiana 
interaction is di f ferent  for the di f ferent  electronic 
s ta tes ,  the velocity changes assoelated w i t h  differend 
d ensj--by matrix elements w j . 1 1  a lso  differ, rendesirng 
it impossible to assign a single velocity to an 
entire atom which has undergone a coll is ion.  Quat ion  
(117) is the basic result of t h i s  paper and provides 
the starting paint for calculations involving the 
interaction of rad ia t ion  f ie lds  with atoms, a3lloaw 
f o r  collisions of the atoms. It has been derived 
and is valid under the approximations of Section 11, 
We shal l  discuss some appl icat ions  of the equakion 
in Section VI. For most probl.ems, it will be &l 
but impossible to solve the QMTE MnJess &di%iona% 
approximtrtions are incorporated, 
We now l i s t  sme conditions under *ieh It will 
he possible to s l m p l i o  the eqressforn for  "the line 
shape paranreters which appear in Eq. (17): 
1. Collisional intersction in state o a x  - 
In sane inataxacea, only one of the sta$es mder 
consideration may experienes a strong collision& 
interaction, (Pox example, in atomic absorption 
us emission experiments involving a trmsit2p9.n 
between the ground and an excited state  of an atom, 
the collisional interaction in the ground state 
may be neglec%ed i n  first approx-f-rnp~tion. LabeLing 
i t  II the s t ~ o n g l y  interacting state a , Eqs. (13)-(16) 
become, in this Ilmit, 
w i t h  both W (vf-w) and I'z:(v) real. Under these C K & w  r 
clremrSmces there are no collislonaf velacity chmgos 
asseciated w i t h  off-diagonal densfly matrix elements, 
The simplif?ications and consequences of this feaZ;;ure 
have been discussed in W T .  In genera, one might 
try this approach as a first approximation when 
dealing w i t h  tra;nsi%ions between two eleceronf e levels 
since it is l i k e ly  that  one of these Zmels exper- 
iences a s2gnifiemtJ.y stronger collision& interaction 
than the other.18 
2, 33qud collislonal interaction for a2.3 s la tes  - 
The other extreme, va l id  to a first approxination men 
all the  s t a tes  under consideration belong to the 
same electronic level (as do different vibrationsih 
states of a molecule) is to take the collision& 
in teract ion equa fo r  aZL the s ta tes ,  Xn that ease, 
Ph vc yaa8(v-) = 0 and both W,,(vt-v) - !A, and are 
r e d  m d  independent of a and a t .  This i s  a t rue 
transport equation l i m i t  since the collision& 
interaction i s  no longer s t&e dependent m d  one 
can associate a veloeity w i t h  the entire atom rather 
Lh&q with individual density rna-brix element s o  
3.  Class fcd .  l i m i t s  - Since we are deeiLing 
w i t h  atoms, it is usually valid to evaluate Eqs. (13) - 
(16) in some clzssicsl limit. The prescribed method 
for taking the cLassical limit u~auld be t o  evduate 
the scattering mplitudes tha t  appear i n  Eqs. (13)-(16) 
in ei ther  the bdMB ox eikonal approximation, Of 
course, to perfom such a calculation,  a knowledge 
of the  emitter-perturber interact ion 1s needed ar,d 
this, by itself m a y  cons t i tu te  tz very d i f f i c u l t  
An al ternat ive method of calcl;elatian i s  t o  use 
the standard classical expressionU. f o r  $:, (v) given 
h. 
SY 
where ~,(b,v ) and x,, (b,vr) are the phase shifts 
.A 3. "- 
produced in the a and a "levels, respectively, by 
a co l l i s ion  with impact pmamet;er b and relative 
velocity _v,. The l i n e  shape parameters W (vt+) M T r  - 
and I'zE(v) may be obtained by determining a classictLl 
b. 
kernel f o r  t h e  collisianal in teract ion eqerfeneed 
by an atom i n  state a. There is still the prolslm 
of evaluating w,,(v~-v) - I) and rZ,(v) for a # at 
* 
since -these qumt i%ies  have no simple e1assiezl;l 
malogues. Hence, u n l e s s  approximations (1) o r  ( 2 )  
above may be used, Wm, (yf4y) and l?gl (v)  must s t i l l  ,.. 
be evduated by e i t h e r  the WCB o r  eikoncal methods 
4. Other approximations - The c la s s i ca l  1 l n a i . b  
described above s t i l l  leaves formidable c&cu3la'I:ions 
in most cases. As a first ettemp?t In mderstanding 
the role of coPIisions, some coarser approxirn&Cions 
may be used. Far example, phenomenological v a u e s  
for w ~ ~ ( ~ ' + ~ )  and I'z(p) may be used i n  conjuction 
with e i the r  approximations (1) o r  (2)  above. These 
tI values may be based on either strong'bor "weaktc 
collisional.  models, There is t he  danger that some 
c o l l i s i o n d  effects may be l o s t  if such models are 
employed. 
It may &so be possible t o  do perturbation 
expansions with the  l i n e  shape parmetern. ThrzC 
is, if one is dealing with t r ans i t ions  between dif- 
f erent electroni-c states where approximatisn (1) is 
thought to be good, he could assume ~ ~ , ( v ' n r )  and 
m .r* 
VC (v) are s m a l l  for a + at, make some estimate o f  
- 
their value, m d  keep only leading terms in these 
quatities when solving Eq. (17). On the other 
had, if apprsxim~ltfon ( 2 )  is thought to be applicable, 
and T ~ ~ , ( ~ ) - T ~ ~ ( ~ )  should be taken as s m a l l  quen- 
t i t l e s  i n  attempts t o  solve Eq. (17). Each problem 
must be considered separately t~ determine the mmner 
of getting m a x i m a l  infomation with m i . n i m a l  effort ,  
The theory may be extended by relaxing same of' 
t h e  approximations of Sec, 11, The numbered pars- 
graphs below correspond to similar paragraphs in 
See, TI, where the approximations were l i s%ed ,  
(1)-(2) Eue t o  t he  ultimate importance of the  
binary collision and impact zpproximat ions in t h l  s 
theory, we feel that mother  approach wou3.d be needed 
if either of these approximations fails. 
( 3 )  I n  this paper, we have not allowed for any 
collision induced t r ans i t ions ,  While collisions 
cannot, in general, produce t r ans i t ions  between 
optically sepsra%ed leve3.8, they m a y  cause reairrmge- 
ment of magnetic, fine structure, o r  rotaeiona3 
substate populations of a given electronic level 
of an atom o r  molecule. Thus, it is highly desirable 
to include rearrangement or inelastic collisisn 
effects in the WTE and we hope to perfom such a 
calclrla%ion in the near future. The major problem 
involved is keeping t r ack  of the center-of-mass 
velocity sssoeiated with each of the substate density 
matrix elements. It may turn out that, on axerage 
t he  veloci ty  associated with each subetate densPLy 
matrix element i s  %he sane af te r  the collision, In 
t h a t  case, t he  inclusion of rearrangement effects 
coIzld be done In  the  same manner as f o r  slatisnar3r 
act ive atoms, However, it remains t o  be seen 
whether or not the actual. ca3_cu3_atlsn w i l l  yield 
such a simple result, 
(4) If one wished t o  a l low f o r  resonmC exei- 
t a t i o n  traxlsfer i n  col l is ions ,  he wou.ld have to ~ L ~ x d y  
the  quantum mechanical problem of the  co l l i s ion  o f  
t w o  atoms which may exchange exci ta t ion as a, r e a d %  
of the collision. A study of the change i n  each 
atanas reduced density matrix resulting from the 
co l l i s ion  may then yield an in te rpre ta t ion  i n  &he 
rx 
chs.nge of the  c l a s s i ca l  densi ty  matrix paat ( 5 , ~ ~  $1. 
( 5 )  I n  s i tua t ions  where atoms were excited 
coherently ( i n  the sense t h a t  the density matrix 
of a given atom just after exci ta t ion was not inde- 
pendent of the  density matrices of the  other a%oms 
af the  ensemble), one woprld have to deal with the 
ensemble dens i ty  matrix of the  system and then perform 
the  appropriate t races  t o  get the reduced density 
matrices of individual atoms. Similarly, i f  one 
aZlowed Pas excitation by radiation trapping, the 
exci ta t ion mec hmism would depend on previous V ~ U ~ G  
of the densi-ty matrix, A method for incorporati-ng 
radiation trapping into the equation f o r  ;I,af (l?,~, t) 
by means af an in tegra l  tern has been given by 
13 Dyakonov m d  Perel, and they have a l s o  noted that  
such effecLs may lead t o  modifications of laser 
l i n e  shapes, 14 
(6) We have assumed that .the external f i e l d  
does not affect t he  center-of-mass motion, The effects 
of an externdl f i e l d  t h a t  affects the c e n t e ~ o ~ m a s s  
motion in R s t a t e  independent manner (i ,e. ,  a 
constant ePec%rlc f i e l d  acting on an IQ~) m a y  be 
eas i ly  incorporated in to  the  WTE by addition 
t o  t h e  l h s  of Eq. ( 2 7 )  zt convective tern 
i n  which F'(R,-t) i s  t h e  force associated with the  
V.  n. 
external. f i e l d  a t d  ov i s  the  gradient  with respect 
to velocity, However, i f  t h e  external f ie ld-atom 
in terac t ion  were s t a t e  dependent, a quantum c a l e a a -  
t i o n  of i t s  effect would be necessary after which it 
might be p~ssible to re in terpre t  the  results in 
terms of a classical. density matrix (R,y,t), 
as was done f o r  the  co l l i s ion  case, An a t e r n a l i v e  
approach f o r  t r ea t ing  such f i e l d s  as we13 as photon 
recofl  effecmf;s i s  ektrough Wbgner of quantum "distri- 
bution" functions, 6y15 Care must be taken in the 
use and interpretatf on of these  functions since they 
are not pos i t ive  d e f i n i t e  and, consequently, cannot 
be regarded as true d i s t r i b u t i o n  functions, 
Of course, i.nclusic~n of any. o f  the above 
extensions w i l l  complicate the theory. The nature 
of the speci-fic problem and effects under consi -  
de ra t ion  will determine which, if any, of these 
extensions need be incorporated into the theory. 
Tn . DISCUSSION 
In this paper we have derived a. ps@Mo~lassics3b% 
or Qrzmtm Mechanical Tkarrsport; Equation (@TI"E) for 
the macroscopic density rnatr3.x o f  an a,%onfc sYstr% 
subject to the restrictions of' See. 11. This treat- 
ment differs from tha* of QMZ I1 since the theory 
is no longer presented as a perturbation ewa~sion 
i n  t h e  external f i e l d .  I n  addition, we have d f rec l ly  
allowed fbr collisiond i n t e r ac t ion  I n  more thsen one 
s t a t e  in deriving the WTE while the caPcaa;tion uf 
WI: stressed the limiting case of collisional. inter- 
action i n  one state only. 
E& working with the  macroscopic density matr-bx, 
we have obtained a rather compact di f fe ren to in tegra  
equation for i t s  time development, in contrast to 
the someruha;t complex equations encountered 212 usiw 
the Pseudoclassical Collision Model (PCM) of W I  
t o  fo310~ t h e  microscopic densi ty  matr.ixgs time 
development. It should be noted, however, that t h e  
PCM does provide a greater physical *feeln and 
understanding f o r  t h e  problem under consider&ion, 
As noted in the Introduction, a bawledge of 
the macroscopic densi ty  matrix is usually sufficient 
to obtain i;heore-ticd. values for rnrnny experimentally 
measurable quantities. If one is dei32ing with. 
w e a k  external  f i e l d s ,  he would probably %sy to 
solve the QMTE by 022 fn tera t ive  approach and LhLs 
procedure would, in effect, be equivalent to 
using t he  PCM, For s t rong extern&. f i e l d s  the PCM 
is less suitable and the WTE should provide the 
starti-ng point  for  the c ~ c u l a t i o n s ,  1% 1s hop& 
that one will be able to use the WTE: ' to  solve 
problems involving the i.nteractf on QP high intensf ty 
laser fields with atomic systems in which eollsions 
play a significmt role. Naturally, solutiens 
of the WTE are difficult to ~ b t a i n  and, most likeky, 
one will have to use very simple collsion models 
in the first attempts at these calcttlations, &rother 
use of the QMTE i s  the evaluation of atomic s p e e l r d  
profiles, Here it turns out that the eEtleUa$Psna we 
quite feasible buk th8t results are more easily 
achieved by use of the PCM of Q,MJI. The details of 
the ~Eilculettions will be presented in a subsequent 
work. 
The applicabfllity of the WTE w i l l  be enhanee& 
if' it i s  extended to include cal%isPon induced 
transie8ons, and some work song t h i s  l i n e  would 
def in i t e ly  be appropriate. Even as It stands, the WTE 
should provide a useful starking point. for ~ o l v i n g  a 
certain class  0% problems in atomic physics. 
I should l i k e  to thank Prof. W. 33. L a b ,  3r, 
for h i s  continued interest in and support of this 
work. 
APPENDIX X - CLASSICAL LIMIT OF ZQUATI0.N (4) 
Star t ing  w i t h  Eqs.  (4) and ( 5 )  o f  the t e x t  
(dropping the 3 subscripts) 
N 
+ tv(~st).;(~,e)l,, (Q) 
with 
- A,(R,t)oA %,. -.a , ( R , ~ ) * ] $ & . I M T ~ ~ ,  ,-- (MI 
we wish ta deternine a cPassicai limit Par this 
equation when such a l i m i t  does, in fact, exist .  
The quantity & , ( R , t )  is the density matrix element 
r 
of an atom which is interacting W-th arn extern& 
f i e l d  (but not undergoing collisions). IF'm me t o  
consider this atom as a classical particle, 2% aust 
be l o c a i z e d  in space. The only  way this atom e m  
raerinr l o c a f z e d  in space is if the extern& fiela 
affects the center-of-masa motion in a state ind@- 
pendsnt mrenner, Qtheruise, the f i e l d  woad bs csn- 
stanely acting as a state selector, and the atom 
wouLd disperse,  Since an assumption of' o w  theow is 
that V(R,t) does not affect the center-of -ass motion 
)rr 
- - 
_..__-_C.----- - - -- 
at d l ,  t h i s  problem does not enter our considez"a;$fone 
and we are able to look for a clsssical limit to Eq. (a). 
L e t  us first consider the current (5 ,  *) a 
Recalling that the function %(_R, t) as given in 
Eq. (2) is anaLLcgous to the wave function in benter- 
of-mass) coordinate space.for arm atam in state a, Ofe 
mite A,(R, t) in terms of t h e  corrasponding momentum 
C 
s t a t e  wave function. That is, 
which leads to a value 
The average momentum of the packet is given by 
where the t subscript is a reminder that is ata 
! 
I explicit function of time. The fact that <Pt is im.* C 
dependent of a is a consequence of the assaption 
t h a t  slP s ta tes  follow the same center-of-mass 
trajectories. Setting P = <pt + P - et in a. (A4) 
.c m m 
and using a. ( A 3 ) ,  we obtain 
31nce we ase,seeking a classical  l i m i t ,  we assume 
t h a t  cp,(P,t) i s  a sharply peaked function cantered 
.r 
about et SO that the i n t eg ra l  tern i n  Eq. (.&) 
-=. 
may be neglected. In  t h i s  l i m i t .  Eq. (A2) for the 
current becomes 
where F,q, ( 3 )  has been used, 
The next step is to eliminate the quantusn 
variable R eppearing in Eq. (A l )  in f m r  of a 
h 
classicall variable 4>. Since the  center-of mass 
.,. 
motion f o r  a31 the s t a t e s  i s  assumed t o  be identical, 
one m a y  write 
where P(B, t), which gives t he  a independent spatial .  
+.' 
extent of the packet, is nomalized i n  the sense 
tha t  
where the integral is over a stnst3.1 region of space 
containing the packet. The packet is assvlned to be 
l o c d i z e d  in space about 
J N 
and we expand both ; (~, t) ,  k V(R, t), and La$ (R. t) 
-. 
about this value - i.e. 
Substituting these expansl-ons in to  Eq. (Al), uslng 
4 
Eq. (A7) for ?a,, (R,t), multiplying the entire equa- 
t i o n  by @(R, t), integrating the resultant quatian 
rC 
over a spatial region containing the packet, m d  keep- 
ing only the leading terms of the expansion, we a b t a n  
It is important to note that ,  in deriving this 
equation, w e  have treated <R> as an indepeneent 
P 
variable while <Pzt I. is an explicit  function of time. 
The density matrix i-n phase spec@ 3. s simply gix~aftn by 
where q> i s  a l so  an independent variable, Uaiag 
EQ. (All) and (A12), it is asl easy matter to show 
rJ (4P, e, L )  satisfies the equation that om, + .. 
TakFng d@>t/dt - = 0 as we have assumed and chenging 
variables from a>, q> to R,P, one arr ives at Q, (7) 
.c w I, r 
sf the  t e x t .  
One can show that the errors  introduced by 
neglecting the integral term in a. (A6 )  as w e l l  as 
higher  order terns I n  t h e  expansions (3.8) will be 
s m a l l  provided the de Braglie wavelength of an a%cm 
is much smaller than the characteristic spat ia l  
.I4 
variations of $(R, t) and V(R, t) . Thus, Eq. (A131 
h -1 
w i l l  be va l id  if most of the ensemble atoms possess 
t h i s  property. 
We should point ou% that the entire approach of 
this section -&LP fail if the extemcnl. potenti& 
affectx the center-of-mass motion in a s ta te  depen- 
dent manner. l6 In the next Appendix, it w i l l  bc 
shown tha t  collisions act in precisely t h i s  way. 
However., the puspose of this section was to derive 
r /  
an equation for pa,,(R P t) that was va l id  in the 
*', 
time interval  between collisions, in which the elas-  
s i c d  l i m i t ,  as .discussed 5.n tines sect ion,  is, 
in fact ,  v a l i d ,  
Although the value f o r  3~(~,y,t)/at),oll 
given j@ EQ.(12) may be inferred from t he  resU%s 
of QMII, we thought it might prove useful to indicate 
an a l te rna t ive  derivation which involves cornpuking 
t h e  change i n  the  density matrix resulting from a 
s ingle  co l l i s ion ,  Both developments depend strong- 
l y  on the  bifiary collision and i.mpact appruxinalirpns 
for thier val id i ty ,  
I 
As mention.ed i n  the  tex t ,  we must perform a 
quarltum mechanical ca3ctLLatic;n for the sta te  dependent 
collisionaJ interaction, To exlanine the role o f  
col l is ions ,  the  effects of the external f i e l d  are 
ignored i n  this ca2eulatlon and the Hmll ton im 
fo r  the jth atom is (again the label j is suppressed) 
where U ( r , R )  i s  the potent ia l  dtle t o  s, sZngle per tu rber  
- "-\ 
fixed at t he  or ig in  of the  coordinate system. (Poa 
slmpliehty, the case of a fixed perturber i s  trea;ted, 
Generalization .-to the  case of moving perturbem i s  
discussed la ter  on in t h i s  ~ppendix .  ) The wave 
function i s  expanded as 
and, using schrodingerrs equation, it is easy Lo 
r' 
show t h a t  % ( R , t )  obeys the equation 
where 
U au ( R )  4 - .!d3r $ , ( r ) U ( r $ ~ ) $  (r)' 
- - a -  
and we have used the fact  that there are no c o l l i s i o n  
induced transitions t p  take U as diagonal  in the 
atomic s t a t e s .  One can see that each ga.(~,^t) obeys 
- 
its own Schr~dinger  equation with potent ia l  U (R )  . CCa - 
Hence, w e  can do a conventional scattering calcula- 
t i on  fo r  each xa(Il,f) and then form the appropriate 
.+ 
density matrix elements. L e t  us assme that the 
A h 
co l l i s ion  occurs a t  t = t and t h a t  et t = -t - 8% 
N 
each A a ( R , t - b t )  describes a wave packet of cross 
.. 
sectional  area. rs which i s  moving towards the 
sca t te r ing  center with average veloci ty  v' and has 
L 
A 
extent w i n  v f  direction.  The s ize  of this wave 
packet is Iaxge compared to the scattering center 
(so it won't spread s igni f ican t ly)  but still 
local ized w e l l  enough in space POT a classi-cal Xian le t  
to be applicable in the sense of Appendix A. At 
A 
t = t06t, the packet is centered about _% = - v t 6 t  
and is asslzmed to be we13. isolated from the seat- 
tering center as well as from o ther  perturbers. 
For t h i s  situation t o  exist, t h e  binary collision 
'pproximat ion must be applicable. 
By using conventional time dependent; scattering 
n 
theory,'? one may show that, at time t = t+&t (aPter 
the col l is ion.) ,  
ri 
where fa(vf-vrR) i s  the s t a t e  a scattering emplitude. 
.c* 
The two t e rns  i n  a. (B5) simp3.y represent %he U I L S G ~ ~ -  
tered a d  scattered packets, respectf vely. The scat-  
tered packet is confined Lo a sphericaX shell of 
width w centered a b ~ u t  R = vf6 t .  The density ma%zix 
elements are given as 
and one may cdcula,t te t h e  change in the density 
matrix elements resulting from the collsion 
-1 A *- + R fa, ( v f - . v ' ~ )  ..I A,(K-~VP~~, .. r" t-iit) Xa, (At -2EfRt, %-&t)+ 
We must now interpret t h i s  result. The fbrst 
equal to zero since, Ln the l i m i t  6t + 0, this dam 
represents no change in the velocity, pasttion, or 
density matrix element v a u e  associated wf t i n  the 
packet, The other terns in EQ. (m) contain scattering 
smq?litudes and may be thought to exhibit an ""inatantm- 
eous" change in the velocity or vaJ.ue associated 
w i t h  each density matrix element due to the collisj-on, 
To gel; the announl of density matrix element aaso@ia%ed 
A 
with a range of velocites centered about v = v8R 
," 

To get  an average 6 5 ( ~ , v , t ,  et), one must &low 
r' - 
for a13 direct ions  rt of incidence for the packet, 
.Ir 
Perf  oming t h i s  average, we find 
N J 
a~,,, (53~3t96t) = (6~,,r(R,p~~'*t,~t)) 
* ru, * 
b - l ~ d ~ V f  fat ( q l - v )  Aa(R-2vg8t,v',t-6t) C - - A,,(RG~-~v~ 5 t ,v \%-b t )  
.?e cr 
-1 A 
4 )  .&(Rv' - 2 ~ ~ b t , ~ ~ , t - b t )  + Ro rdovr fa(? C 
* 
x .&, (R-2vf6t,v9.t-6t) -- rC 
The integration i n  t he  first two terns is the sme 
type that appears i n  derivations o f  the opt ica l  
theorem. One makes use of the fact  t h a t  there is 
A A 
rapid interference in d l  'out t he  v" v ddirection 
t o  evaluate these terms, and when the results o f  
this calculation are inserted into Eq. (3101, it 
becomes 
where fa(vu) - IC i s  t h e  forward a - s t a t e  sca t te r ing  amplitude. 
.' 
Eqration (B11.) represents the change in q,, ( ~ , v _ , t )  
provided a col l . i s ion occurs a t  L i m e  t. To get  
the  average c o l l i s i o n d  change i n  &, - i n  a time 
67>2bt we must multiply Eq. (Ell) by the average 
number of co l l i s ions  occurring in 67, which is given 
by ~ . v ~ S T  where h i s  the  perturber density. When 
t h i s  i s  done, the l i m i t  6 7  9 O , 6 t  =+ O is t e n ,  
m d  t h e  trtursfomation from the  qumtunr variable R to 
w 
the c lass i ca l  variabke R i s  parfomed as in Mpenbisg: A, 
C 
one obtains 
Admittedly, the  derivation of Eq. (B12) has not been 
overly rigorous. lipowever, it does provide a f a i r l y  
simple way of arriving a t  the qucumtm nrechrnieal 
collisi.onal r a t e  of change of the 'density matrix. 
The general v d i d i t y  of t h i s  procedure for ealeulr%dlan 
of a$/at)coll and i t s  subsequent use i n  the t e x t  
i s  based on the  binary co l l i s ion  and impact approx- 
imations, as has been discussed i n  an earlier work, 8 
- - -  - .- 
Altkrough Eq-. (B3.2) was derived f o r  a single &om, it 
i s  d s o  t r u e  f o r  the  ensemble since the  atoms act 
independently of each other. 
For reasons related to separating pkaseashif%ing 
and velacity-changing eollisio~a, which will become 
clearer in Appendix C, we add and subtract a tern 
ve ( p , , )  [ raa vc will be defined below] to 
Eq. (Bl2) and remite it as 
where 
These results may be generalized to the case 09 moving 
perewbers by perfsmlng the scattering edeUst t ion  
in the @enter-of-mornentuan frame and then t s w s f e ~ r i n g  
back to the lab frame, The resulta?rlC expsressions are 
given in Erfs. (133-416) of the text. 
The diagonal density matrix elements obey %he 
usual trmsport equation, but the off-diagonal terns 
obey &n equation without a classical maogue. By an 
entirely different approach, Smith and coworkers" have ef fee- 
tively derived an equation for the offadiagona2 density 
matrix elements which can be shown to be in wreement 
with our resuEts. 
IX C - CUTOFF PROCEDfntiE 
In &MI and 11, csallisisnc were broken dom i n t o  
t w o  categories - those which significantly affect 
4 
'X v t )  and those which d~ not ( t h e  precise pas t - 3  *9 
definition of a "significant" collision w i l l  be given 
below). The usefulness of this approach is thl%P; iQ 
leads to a sepwatisn of phase-shifting collisions 
(wi th  no veksci ty change) a d  ve1ociS;y-chmgix~g esllf- .  
sions (which m a y  or may not be weonzpmnied by a pkwsa 
s h i f t ) .  In addition, the cutoff procedure used Lo 
e s t a b l i s h  the restilts of t h i s  Appendix will a s s u e  %ha% 
t he  rate f o r  velocity-changing collisions will na 
longer include those coll-isions producing s7.igM ehmagss 
In velocity which have no reall phyafcaP. importeuseg? 
fo r  t he  problem at hand. 
The cu$off procedure may- be swen to arise 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ i i l l x  f .begin # s t h  Eq, (12) , 
aTaal ( ~ f y ~ t ) / a t ) ~ ~ ~ ~  - - y a a l ( -  ph Y) 6' a a  t (~ l~ , t )  
+ a ~ a , t ( $ y ~ r f  )/at)vc ( 
with  
- " 
iu ( ~ , ~ , t ) / a t ) ,  e- - put ( R 9 ~ ~ t )  
Using Eqs.  (15)-(16) and doing a l i t t l e  algebra, 
one can transform Eq. (C2) f n t a  
Working on the second term in Eq. (C3) by (a) chang2.ng 
variables from v1 to yp8 = vf-y  (b) doing the 
)" 
" 
integral over _v ( c )  interchanging gr andvrf es P 
integration variables, m d  ( d )  defining a vector 
one can rewrite Eq, (C3) in the suggestive Porn 
~ h s  vector Y represents the change in velocity 
1C. 
0% %he active atom resulting from a collision. 
I f  t h i s  quant i ty  f s s m a l l  enough such t h a t  
b-v ) = W p ( y ~ r  f XI p -r (CGB) 
for all v, y,, R, and t, the collision is not consi- 
a, (r* 
dered to be significant. Consequently, the  integra- 
- - 
t ions in Eq. ( ~ 5 )  are divided into regions a r e  m,a. (C6) 
- .  
are or are not satisfied. In the region where 
ms 8 ( C 6 )  hold, Eq. (C5) vanishes so that the inkeg-B 
in Eq. ( ~ 5 )  may be limited t o  those values of 5 and :,I 
-- - 
where Eqs. ( 8 6 )  are not valid. By s u b s t i t u t i w  Eq. (C5) 
i n  Eq. (Cl) and performing algebraic manipulation8 
similar t o  the reverse of those leading to Eq. (C5), 
one may obtain 
where (_v)  and W,, ( v l  -+ v)  are still given by 
.. rk 
mas. (13) and (1 5) respectively, 
and the prime r e s t r i c t s  th . e  integrations t o  only 
~ i g n i f i c a s l t  co l l i s ions  - i.e., those i n  which Qs. (C6) 
A glance at Ftq. (C7) immediately reveals t ha t  
if no s i g n i f i c m t  velocity-changing col l i s ions  
o c e w  , the  only non-zero l i n e  shape parameter i s  
Ph ph 
. This i s  as it should be since y , , ( ~ )  
corresponds t o  the  l i n e  shape parameter which ar ise8 
i n  theories which assume t h e  act ive atom velocity 
t o  be m a t e r e d  by col l i s ions  .' In  addition, the  
" ra te  I' for veloe i t y  -changing col l i s ions  given by 
(C8)  no longer contains col$isions involving a m d l  
mozaentm t~msfe r ;  as such, one can. be sure that 
1 
( v )  lIc. will be finite (whereas rzE,(v) would be 
.c 
i n f i n i t e  if it were c&Lcula%ed f o r  a c l a s s i c a l  
interact ion with i n f i n i t e  range.) 
A s  an example of application of conditions (C6), 
consider an atomic radiation problem with active atoms 
sf average speed u, l i f e t ime  T, eurd t r m s i t i o n  
wavelength X su.bJect t o  co l l i s ions  with pperturbers of 
averwe speed u . I n  such a problem, l , 2  ., 
P paa8 ( ~ ~ ~ ~ t )  
w i l l  have velocity dependence given by exg?( SkgTsk) 
2r, rr 
(nomal  Doppler fac tor )  so tha t  conditions ( C 6 )  w i l l  
be val id  f o r  a l l  YP s which s a t i s f y  ~ * Y T  441 
F .- 1" 
and Y /u 1 A l l  Y b  which do not satisfy both 
P .- 
of these requirements are considered t o  represent 
"signif i ean t  veloci ty-changf ng coJlisions,  
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